"green grow the rushes-o"
"show them the boat-hook" when swans came too near e). What
a glorious time they had, those swans of the weir, sliding down
the race or washing themselves reflectively on the edge of the
gleaming horseshoe where the water poured over. Last summer I
noticed one goose who went about with them everywhere without
apparently being troubled by any inferiority complex; a privileged
goose, perhaps, who was uplifted morally by the heritage of a
special law known as the Grey Goose Feather: a goose is the only
domestic animal on the public highway to whom all traffic must
' give way, for if they run him down, they, not he, are in the wrong,
whatever the circumstances. That is enough, surely, to stuff any
goose with proper pride long before his hour of stuffing. The
reason, of course, is symbolic and not sensible, and dates from the
period when the goose provided England with its most valuable
munition of war ... At Senlac, at Bannockburn, at Crecy and
Poitiers and Agincourt, the grey goose-feather shafted the bow
and arrow.
Certainly at fifty-two I had a quieter mind and a more admirable
sense of proportion to appreciate river tranquillity than at eighteen;
for it would not have occurred to me to fret and rage over the
trivial snobberies that long ago had frayed my mind. Now I was
able to enjoy the sound of my paddle as I dipped it in and lifted it
out, and the still reflection in the water of the tall wood-pile on
barges along the shore, and the rough warm husky smell of the
planks. On the opposite bank, under the eaves of a derelict boat-
shed moored to the land, I noticed that a settlement of swallows
had made their nests in a row. The parent birds never went far
but were watchfully swooping in and out all the time. And from
up the backwater came that fresh, damp, cool river-smell that
gives you such a strange longing to be there where you already are,
so it must be really a longing for something beyond; for peace
in our time, perhaps, or for some firm reassurance that one wiH be
on the river again next summer, or for some still more intangible
joy connected with youth and boat-sounds and little water-animals.
River magic endures; and it need not always be the Thames,
nor any river in England. I was in South Carolina in 1936, and
at sunset one evening I was taken on the swamp in a punt to be
shown the ducks; a darkie boy sat behind me, unseen, dipping
his paddle. He existed as a soft voice which at intervals mildly,
caressingly, put me right when I spoke of a "duck"—"Ma'am,
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